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1. Introduction
Group actions on homotopy spheres have been studied in various categories
and under different aspects for many years. Best understood are the so-called
semi-linear actions or representation forms. These are actions of a group G on
a (homotopy) sphere M, such that, for every subgroup H of G, the fixed point
set MH is again a (homotopy) sphere, possibly empty.
In this paper, we study representation forms in the categories of locally
linear topological, piece wise-linear, and smooth manifolds. Recall that an
action is called locally linear if for every i G i l ί o f orbit type GjH, there exists
an ϋWί-module V and a local coordinate map from GxHV onto a G-invariant
neighbourhood of the orbit of x. This presents no restriction in the smooth
category but is an important restriction in the other two cases. For a detailed
discussion the reader may consult [3] and [13]. From now on all manifolds will
be assumed locally linear.
Basic invariants for representation forms are their equivariant homotopy
type and in particular, their dimension function, cf. [6], [7]. The ring of integer-
valued functions on the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G will be de-
noted by C(G). The dimension function DίmX of a homotopy representation
Xis defined by:
{DimX){H) = dimXH+l, (H)<G.
In this paper we study the following question in the PL and smooth cate-
gories :
Which functions m^C(G) are realizable by a representation
form M with m = Dim Ml (1.1)
For various reasons, an answer to this question is at present only available
for actions of cyclic groups of odd order. First, the vanishing of the Swan ob-
struction in these cases allows an easy enumeration of the possible finite homotopy
types, see (2.10), (2.13). Secondly, we use the transversality results from [17]
which in the PL case limits the groups to be of odd order.
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In the rest of this paper (unless otherwise specified):
G denotes an odd order cyclic group. (1.2)
The isotropy groups of an action can be recovered from the dimension
function, m=Dim X> namely
Iso(tn): = {H\m(H)>0; H<K ==> m(H)>m(K)} . (1.3)
We will often write Iso(X) for Iso(Dim X).
DEFINITION 1.4. A function m(=O(G) is a CW-dimension function if
(i) m(H)^m(K)^0 and nι(H)=Ξnι(K) mod 2 for allH^K^G.
(ii) Iso(τ z) is closed under intersection.
The set of CW-dimension functions will be denoted by C+(G).
Proposition 1.5. If M is a representation form, then DimM^O+(G).
Proof. The first condition is an immediate consequence of P.A. Smith
theory, see ([3], Ch. III). To prove (ii), let Hy K<EΞlso(M) and L<G such that
Hf]K<L. Then ML^MHnκΏMH*0. If ML and MHnκ had the same
dimension, they had to be equal, since M is locally linear. This would imply
that MiL'*>=MLΓiM*=M*, hence (L, H)=H and L<H, and similarly L<K.
Hence dim ML has to be less than dim MHΓiK. •
Following [6], a (G-CW) homotopy representation X is a G-CW complex
with XH^Sn(H) and dimXH=n(H). One may ask the question (1.1) for
homotopy representations. This was examined by torn Dieck and Petrie in detail,
see [6], [7]. For a cyclic group G of odd order, we extract from their work:
Theorem 1.6. A CW-dimension function m^C+(G) with m(H)Φl, 2, 3
for all H^G, is the dimension function of some homotopy representation.
In the locally linear manifold categories we can collapse around a stationary
point to obtain a further necessary condition, namely
Proposition 1.7. A G-representation form M with M G Φ 0 is homotopy
linear in the sense that M^GS{Vξ&R) for some orthogonal RG-module V.
Proof. Since M is locally linear, any point x^MG has a G-invariant neigh-
bourhood U which is CAT-homeomorphic to the disk DV of a linear representa-
tion V of G. The collapse map
M-> U/dU^ DV/SV^ S(VφR)
is equivariant and has degree 1 on all fixed point sets. It is an equivariant
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homotopy equivalence by the equivariant Whitehead theorem, cf. [2], •
REMARK 1.8. In other words, at isotropy subgroups HtίG, a representa-
tion form is i/-homotoρy equivalent to the sphere of an i?i/-module. In
particular, by (1.4), a representation form Mn of even dimension n (i.e. DimΛf
odd) is homotopy linear.
Thus, we can (and will) restrict attention to even dimension functions. It
is not hard to single out those functions, which can be realized by the spheres
of orthogonal representations, see (2.14) for details. We would like to give a
converse to (1.5) and (1.7), but since our constructions will be based on equi-
variant transversaϋty and surgery, we are forced to impose the usual gap (or
stability) conditions:
DEFINITION 1.9. A junction meC(G) satisfies the strong gap conditions, if
m(H)>2m(K)^12 for each pair of isotropy groups H^K. A homotopy repre-
sentation X satisfies the strong gap conditions, if Dim X does.
Our main result in the PL or Top category can be stated as
Theorem A. A function m^C+(G) which satisfies the strong gap conditions
is the dimension function of a PL-representation form M, if and only if its restric-
tion to any isotropy group H of m is the dimension function of a linear H-sphere.
In (4.2) we translate the condition above to a numerical property of the
dimension function, namely that its restriction to isotropy subgroups have posi-
tive Mϋbius transform. Thus modulo gap conditions, the situation is very
satisfactory in the non-smooth categories. Our results in the smooth category
on the other hand are less satisfactory. We give in (4.7) a sufficient condition
for a dimension function to be smoothly realizable. The condition is con-
siderably stronger than the above PL condition.
In sect. 5 we show that a smooth representation form has stably trivial
tangent bundle and identify its fibre homotopy type. In the final sect. 6 we
use this to compare smooth and PL realizability of dimension functions. Rather
surprisingly, we have
Theorem B. There exists PL representation forms whose dimension function
cannot be realized by any smooth representation form.
It appears in general that the question of realizing dimension functions by
smooth homotopy representations involves hard questions in equivariant homo-
topy theory.
EXAMPLE 1.10. Suppose n—p^p^p^ to be a product of four distinct odd
prime numbers. Consider the function m^C(G) with even integer values
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given by
L
m(L)
G
0
zipiPsPk
b
ZlPiP,
2b+2
z\pi
a
1
2α+2
The strong gap hypothesis (1.9) is satisfied precisely if 28<4i+4<α. Under
this condition, there is a PL-representation form with dimension function m if
and only if #<5&+8. However, there is no smooth representation form with
dimension function m in the cases where for some p=piy the following conditions
satisfied: a>(S—~^—Λb+9, b<ρ(ρ—ί) and a3β4b+7modp.
V p—1/are
The paper is divided into the following sections:
§ 1. Introduction.
§ 2. Recollections on homotopy representations.
§ 3. Stiefel manifolds.
§ 4. From homotopy reprsentations to representation forms.
§ 5. The stable tangent bundle.
§ 6. Smooth representation forms.
In [16], we claimed a stronger version of Theorem A than the one listed
above in that we there dealt with homotopy types rather than just dimension
functions. However, the stronger statement is unfortunately false in general.
This question will be taken up elsewhere.
2. Recollections on homotopy representations
In this section, we collect in a form which is convenient for our purposes
various notions and results about CW-homotopy representations, due to torn
Dieck and Petrie. The presentation is of course considerably simplified since
we only consider cyclic groups of odd order.
The equivariant homotopy types of G-OW homotopy representations form a
semi-group V+(G) under join. Its corresponding Grothendieck group is de-
noted V(G). This group can be described by two invariants, the dimension
function and the degree function. The first is a homomorphism Dim: V(G)->
C(G) into the ring of 2Γ-valued functions on the subgroups of G. For X^ V+(G)
Dim X(H) = dim XH+1 = m (2.1)
Before describing the second invariant, we introduce an additive and a multipli-
cative Mδbius transformation on C(G;R) and on its unit group OX(G;R), re-
spectively where R is any commutative ring. Let μ denote the classical Mobius
function: μ(ή)=0 if n is divisible by a square and μ{pi~-p
s
)=(—l)s if ply '"9p8
are distinct primes, and μ ( l ) = l . Define
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μ:C(G ,R)-+C(G;R), (2.2)
μtn(H)= Σ
 μ(\K:H\)'m(K), H^G;
μ*:C»(G;R)->C*(G;R) (2.3)
μ*d(H)= Π d(Ky«κ' H», H<G
Notice that both μ and μx are bijections.
The Mδbius transform μ of a dimension function will be used in the sec-
tions below. We use μx to define the degree function,
Deg:v(G)-*Pic(A(G))
from v(G)=Ker Dim to the Picard group of the Burnside ring A(G). For cyclic
G, one gets from [4] that
Pic{A{G))^U
β
[{Zj\G:H\)η{±\}] (2.4)U
β
If [ 7 - J ] 6 ! ) ( G ) , obstruction theory permits us to choose an equivariant map
/: X^ Y with d{H)=degree{fB) prime to G for all H^G, see [7]. With the
identification (2.3), the iϊ-component of Deg is given by the formula
0
(2.5)
Since Swan obstructions vanish for cyclic groups, we conclude from [7, Theorem
6.3]:
Theorem 2.6. Deg is an isomorphism.
Let Irr(G, R) denote a complete set of isomorphism classes of irreducible RG-
modules. We define homomorphisms
F9I:RO(G)->C(G;RO(G)):
For a= Σ ni Vx w i t h », e Z ,
F, elrrC(9,Λ)
F(α)(ff) = α* =
 a
J ] F i W , 7, (2.7)
I(a)(H) = aE= Σ », F,..
B=kerVi
Furthermore, define a bijection σ on C(G; -4) and its inverse μ by
σ(/)( i/)= Σ / ( * ) and (2.8)
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where f^C(G; A) and μ denotes the Mobius transform on the lattice of (con-
jugacy classes of) subgroups of G [1, chap. 4]. Obviously, F=σ°I, and hence
I=μoF.
For cyclic groups of odd order, the even-dimensional part of RO(G) is
isomorphic to
and if a=^a
r
Tj with 0^y<—(\G\ -1) and fl; GZ,
F(a){H) = aH = ^a
r
 T>, |H | divides {j, \ G|) and 0 ^ ; < l ( | G| -1)
and 0 ^ ; < l ( | G | - l ) (2.9)
z
We shall now compare V+(G) and F(G) with the orthogonal representation ring
and consider the forgetful homomorphism
ih:RO{G)-+V{G).
which to W associates SW, the unit sphere in some G-invariant inner product.
Its kernel is the subgroup
ROh(G)= i[W-V]\SW^GSV} .
Proposition 2.10. The map ίh induces an isomorphsim of RO(G)jROh(G)
with V(G).
Proof. Let RO0(G) be the kernel of Dimoih) and consider the diagram
D RO0(G)IROh(G) c RO(G)IROh(G)
Deg 1"
v(G)
C(G) (2.11)
Dim
From [6, Satz 2.7], we know that Dim(RO(G)IRO0(G))=Dim(V(G)), even for
nilpotent groups G. In our case of a cyclic, odd order group,
Dim V(G) = {me C(G) | m{H)=m(G) mod 2, i/<G} .
Hence by (2.6), it is enough to show that
Deg: RO0(G)IROk(G) -+ Pic(A(G))
is onto. But for each integer i prime to \G: K\, the i'th power map defines
an equivariant map
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with
HΦK. •
Geometrically, (2.10) asserts that each homotopy representation is stably
linear in the sense that there exist ΛG-mondules F, W such that
X*SV—
 GSW. (2.12)
It is known [21] that the only nilpotent groups for which all homotopy repre-
sentations are stably linear, are the cyclic groups and the dihedral 2-groups.
When (2.12) is satisfied, we say that a=[W—V](ΞRO(G) is realized by X
as a homotopy representation. Not all representations can be realized, but
whether or not a given representation can, is detected by its dimension function
alone. Indeed:
Proposition 2.13. Let a(=RO(G) be such that Dim a<=C+(G). Then a is
realized by some homotopy representation X.
Proof. From (1.6), we have a homotopy representation Y with Dim Y=
Dim a. It is stably linear, so there is a representation β^RO(G) with [Y—Sβ]
—0^v(G) and a—β^ROQ(G). According to [7, Theorem 6.3], there is a
(finite) homotopy representation X such that Deg(Sa—Sβ) = Deg(X—Y)€Ξ
Pic(A(G)). Since Deg is an isomorphism, ih(a)=X^V(G). •
The following proposition answers the question as to which homotopy re-
presentations can be represented linearly.
Proposition 2.14. A function m^C+(G) is the dimension function of an
RG-module if and only if
0 for all K^G.
Proof. With the notation from (2.2) and (2.7), note that
μDim a(K) = dimR{aκ) for any a<=RO(G).
Choosing an integer i(K) for each K^G such that (i(K), \ G: K \ )=1, we define
the representation:
V=μm(G) R+ Σ —
!£*«? 2
It has Dim SV=m. •
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3. Stiefel manifolds
Our results about realizing homotopy representations by smooth or PL-
manifolds are based upon equivariant surgery techniques and in particular on
transversality. This requires certain connectivity results for appropriate Stiefel
spaces which we now discuss.
Given an .RG-module W with G-invariant inner product. Let OG(W)
be the group of G-isometries, and let PLG(W) be the (realization of the semi-
simplίcial) group of equivariant PL-homeomorphisms of W which keep the origin
fixed. If U is a sub i2G-module of W, there are ίibrations
OG(W)!OG(U) -+ BOG(U) -+ BOG(W)
PLG(W)/PLG(U) - BPLG(U) -> BPLG(W).
We are interested in the connectivity of the fibres. In [18], we defined PLG(W)
without the requirement that the origin be fixed, but the two spaces are
homotopy equivalent. Thus we have
Theorem 3.1. [18]. Suppose the dimension functions Dim SU and Dim SW
both satisfy the strong gap conditions (1.9). Then
πi(PLG(W)IPLG(U)) = O for i<dimUG-l.
The PL result is stronger than the corresponding result where PLG is
replaced by the group OG of G-isometries. In the latter case, the individual
eigenvalues of V and W play a role, not only their order. Let T: G-^S 1 be a
fixed (but arbitrary) faithful character.
DEFINITION 3.2. A representation a^RO(G) is called isogeneous if for every
K<G,
a
κ
= -μDima(K)'T^κ>^
for some integer i(K) with (i(K), \G:K\)=1.
For example, the representation V in the proof of (2.14) is isogeneous.
If E7=Σ a{T
{
 with β^O, O^z^— ( |G | - 1 ) , then by Schur's lemma,
and dim UG = aOy μDim SU(K)=2 Σ *,., (ί, \G\)=\K\. Suppose Uc Ware
both iZG-modules; we define
c(U, W) = min {dim SUG, μ Dim SU(K) \ K^Iso(SU), W
κ
+ U
κ
} .
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The well-known connectivity results for ordinary real and complex Stie-
fel manifods give:
Proposition 3.3. The Stiefel manifold OG(W)IOG(U) is c(U, W)-connected
if U and W are isogeneous', otherwise, it is less than c(U, W)-connected.
Every CW dimension function m^C+(G) can be realized as the dimension
function of a virtual representation a^RO(G); it can be chosen in a particularly
nice way:
Proposition 3.4. For every m^C+(G)y there is an a^RO(G) with
Dima=nι and such that ResH(ά) is isogeneous for all H^G.
Proof. Any isogeneous representation a^RO(G) with Dim a = m will
be of the form
-
2
for certain integers i(K) prime to \G: K\. For subgroups L<H<G> the
L-isotropic part of ResH a is given by
{ResHa)L= \
Hence, ResH a is isogeneous if and only if the integers i(K) satisfy the following
system of congruences:
i(K)-\K\=i(KΓiH)-\K ΠH\ mod {HI, K3H<G.
Equivalently, i(K) should satisfy:
i{K) \K:K(MI\=i(Kf]H) mod \H:Kf]H\y K, H<G .
Given L<K<G, a maximial subgroup H of the cyclic group G with K Γ\H=L
is the following product of Sylow subgroups
H= Π Lpx Π Gp
Kp*Lp Kp=Lp
Hence, an application of the Chinese Remanider Theorem allows to reformulate
the congruence conditions as follows:
L<K<G^i(K) \K: L\ =i(L)mod \GP: Kp\
for those prime divisors^) of G with Kp—Lp. Hence, the following congruences
are necessary and sufficient to obtain the required a:
For primes pφq and a ^ -subgroup K of G,
i{K)-\K\=i(l)mod \G,\ (3.5)
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For an arbitray subgroup K of G,
i(K) IK: KpI =i(Kp)mod \GP: Kp\ . (3.6)
Thus, in order to construct a representation a as in (3.4), first choose an arbitrary
integer /(I) prime to \G\. Then, for every ^-subgroup K of G, i{K) can be
determined mod \G: Gq\ according to (3.5). This can be done with the aid of
the Chinese Remainder Theorem, since \K\ is a unit mod \Gp\,pΦq. Finally,
the same type of argument determines for every subgroup K of G an integer
i{K) mod \G:K\ satisfying (3.6). D
For K<H<G and μResHm(K)^Oy (ResH ά)κ is an RH-Corollary 3.7.
module.
One might think that (3.1) and (3.3) yield the same connectivity for RG-
modules which are isogeneous (and satisfy the strong gap conditions). But
this is not the case, as the following example shows.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Suppose G=Zjpqr with p> q, r, distinct prime numbers.
Consider the CWdimension function m^C+(G) with values given by
H
m{H)
1
2α+2
zip
a
Z/q
a
Z\r
a
zipq
25+2
Z{pr
2b+2
Z/qr
2b+2
Z/pqr
b
where a, b are even numbers. It satisfies the strong gap condition and μm(H) ^  0
for all H^G if and only if 5*+8>β>4δ+4>28. By (3.4), there is an RG-
module U with DimSU=m and ResH U isogeneous for all H^G. Choose a
second ΛG-module Wz)U with the same property. Then PLG{W)jPLG{U) is
(b— l)-connected, and the connectivity of OG(W)IOG(U) is
c{U, W) = min(b-ί9 μm(ί) = 5b-a+8} .
, this connectivity is less than b—l.For #
4. From homotopy representations to representation forms
Given a G-homotopy representation X> we ask if there is a smooth or PL-
representation form M with the same dimension function Dim M=Dim X. We
begin with the (locally linear) PL-case where the results are more satisfactory.
We want to prove Theorem A of section 1: a dimension function m^C+(G)
satisfying the strong gap conditions is the dimension function of a PL-represen-
tation form M if and only if the restriction ResH (m) of m is the dimension func-
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tion of a linear .//-sphere at every isotropy group H Eίlso(m). The necessity
of the condition was pointed out in (1.7). Sufficiency follows from (4.1) and
(4.2) below:
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an arbitrary group of odd order and X a finite G-
homotopy representation satisfying the strong gap conditions (1.9). If there are
RG-modules V and W such that
(i) X*SV^GSW;
(ii) ResH(V)<^ResH{W)forallHείIso(X),
then there is a PL G-representation form M with homotopy type X.
Corollary 4.2. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order and m^C+(G) a func-
tion satisfying the strong gap conditions (1.9). Then, there is a PL G-represen-
tation form M with Dim M—m if and only if μ ResHm(K)>0 for all K<H<G
and H^Iso(m).
Proof of (4.2). The necessity of (4.2) follows from (1.7) and (2.14). To
prove sufficiency, let m^C+(G) satisfy the conditions in (4.2). By (3.4) and
(3.7), there is a representation a^RO(G) with Dim(Sa)=m such that ResH a is
isogeneous for all H<G and an RH-module for all H^Iso(m). Again by
(3.4) and (3.7), we can add an jRG-module V such that W=a®V is an RG-
module, ResH V and ResH W are isogeneous for all H<G and ResH V<ΞLResH W
for all H^Iso(m). For large F, we conclude by (2.12), that there is a G-
homotopy representation with X*SV—G SW, and hence Dim X=Dim(Scή=m
and (4.1) can be applied. •
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of (4.1). Given X, the first
step is to conctruct a (locally linear) PL G—Rn bundle TX over X> which can
play the role of the tangent bundle. This seems to be a very difficult problem in
general, but in our case we are aided by the fact that X is stably linear. The
equivalence (4.1.i) suggests to construct TX such that TX@R@V^W as
G—Λn-bundles. Section 5 gives more motivation for this choice. Note that
(4.1.ii) is certainly necessary for obtaining such a bundle TX.
Our G—Rn bundles have a distinguished zero section, cf. the definition
of PLG(W) in sect. 3. Given two such bundles ξ and η over Y with the pro-
perty that the fibre ηy is a sub i?Gy-module of ξy for each y^Y. In [17], the
concept of a G-epimorphism λ: ξ-*η was defined. We add to the definition
[17, (1.5)] the requirement that λ preserves the zero section. The obstruction
theory of [17, sect. 2] remains valid.
Proposition 4.3. Given ξ, η as above and suppose further:
(i) DimS(ξy), DimS(ξy-ηy)(ΞC+(Gy) satisfiy the gap conditions (1.9),
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(ii) dim Y G> < dimR(ξGyy—ηGy)for each y<=Y.
Then there is a G-bundle epimorphism φ\ ξ->η (preserving the O-sectiori). If in
(ii) one requires strict inequality, then φ is unique up to regular G-homotopy.
Proof. By [17, sect. 2] we must construct a section of the G-bundle func-
tor Epi(ξ, η). Its fibre at }Έ Y is the space
where ay@ηy=ξr The obstructions to a section are classes in the Bredon
cohomology groups (see [2])
H£\Y, ωk); ωk(GIH, y) = πk(PLH(ξy)IPLH(ay)).
Under the given assumptions these groups all vanish by (3.1). Similarly, given
two bundle epimorphisms, the obstructions to a regular G-homotpoy between
them lie in HkG(Y; ωk). Again the groups vanish by (3.1). •
We apply (4.3) with ξ=W9 η=V®R to construct TX, where the underlin-
ing indicates the product bundle. There is a G-bundle epimorphism φ\ W^>
V@R over X, and we define
TX =Kerφ= {(x, W)EΞW\φ(w) = 0,} . (4.4)
It follows directly from the definition of a G-bundle epimorphism that TX is a
PLG—Rn bundle where n=DimX(ί)—l is the ambient dimension of X.
Moreover, the uniqueness statement in (4.2) shows that the isomorphism class
of TX®R is independent of the choice of epimorphism φ.
Next, we construct a normal map over (X, TXφR), cf. [15], [18].
Proposition 4.5. There is a degree 1 normal map
(/,/): (My TMφR) - (X, TX®R).
Proof. We want to homotop the map
h:
to one which is G-transverse to X. This can be achieved by the obstruction
theory of [17, sect. 3]. In fact, it is the same obstruction groups, which occur
for this problem and for the problem considered in (4.3); they vanish. Assum-
ing h is already transversal, we let M=h~\X) and set f=h\M.
It is easily checked that / has dgeree 1 on each fixed set and hence, since G
has odd order, has degree 1 in the sense of [15]. Transversality includes the
statement that M has normal bundle V in SW. It follows that TM@R is the
kernel bundle of an epimorphism λ: W->V. By definition f*(TX®R) is also
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the kernel of an epimorphism φ\ W-*V. The uniqueness statement of (4.3)
applied to ξ= Wy η=V yields an isomorphism TM®R^f*(TX®R)y hence
the map / •
Proof of (4.1). It suffices to show that the G-normal map (/, /) of the
previous proposition is normally cobordant to a G-homotopy equivalence. The
obstructions to this lie in the equivariant L-group X\(πGXy {TXX}), and by
[15],
Xh
n
(πGXy {TXX}) = Σ&)U(2Γ)-i(Z[G//Γ]),
where m{H)=Dim X{H) and H varies over the isotropy groups of X. Since
m(H)—\ is odd and \G\ is odd, the L-groups all vanish, [24]. Π
EXAMPLE 4.6. The dimension function of (1.10) with a>4b-\-4- has
μ ResH(m)(K)>0 for all K^H<G except possibly for H=Zlpipjpk and K=ly
where μ ResHm(l)=5b-\-8—a. Thus, there is a PL-G representation form with
dimension function m for 4 δ + 4 < α < 5 i + 8 , but not for α
Our smooth realization results are weaker than the PL ones. This reflects
the observation in sect. 3 that orthogonal Stiefel manifolds are less connected
than the PL ones.
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order. Suppose
satisfies the strong gap conditions (1.9). If μResHm(K)>m(H)—2 for all K<
H<G and H ^Iso(m), then there is a smooth representation form with dimension
function m.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, resp. Corollary 4.2,
so we indicate only the necessary modifications. We choose i?G-modules V
and W with Dim (SW—SV)=m, such that ResH Wy ResH V and ResH W—ResH V
are isogeneous for all H<G, and obtain a homotopy representation I G F + ( G )
with X*SV—GSW by (2.10). The stronger assumptions μResH(m)(K)>
m(H)—2 for all K<H, guarantee that the obstruction theory used in the proofs
of (4.1) and (4.2) works also smoothly; the obstructions vanish. Thus we
obtain a smooth normal map over X, which will be normally cobordant to a
homotopy equivalence by smooth surgeries, again since Ln+\{Z[GjHYj=Q. •
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let G=Z/p1p2ρ3 with p]y ρ2 and^>3 distinct primes. Con-
sider the dimension function m^C+(G) with
m(Zlpt) = 2a, m(ί) = \a\2y m(H) = 0 otherwise .
For a>3, m saitsfies the required gap conditions (1.9), and μResH(m)(K)>
m(H)—2 for all K<H<G and H^Iso(m), i.e., there is a smooth representa-
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tion form M with DimM=m. However μtn(l)=2—2a<0, so by (2.14), there
is no linear G-sphere with dimension fuction m.
5. The stable tangent bundle
From [11] we know that smooth homotopy spheres in the G-trivial case are
stably parallelizable. We prove here a similar result for smooth G-representation
forms under our standard assumption that G is cyclic of odd order (see [14] for
prime order groups). Furthermore, we determine tne stable fibre homotopy
type of the tangent bundle TM of a smooth representation form M.
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a smooth representation form (of odd dimension).
There exist representations V and Wsuch that TM®V®R=W.
It should be a problem of some interest to attempt a generalization of (5.1)
to more general groups G. One may wonder if smooth representation forms
are always stably G-parallelizable.
Recall that KO%( ) has Thorn isomorphism for symplectic G-bundles, and
in particular for bundles of the form V(Bψ~\V) where ψ"\V) is the complex
conjugate representation. Moreover, KO*( )®Z\ — has Thorn isomorphism
for all complex bundles, because the functor is a direct summand of
K%( )®z\ — I. The basic lemma is the following
Lemma 5.2. Let G be any odd order group and W any RG-module without
stationary lines, i.e. WG=0. Then
' ' Z\2 if 2i=dimW (mod 8).
In the second case, Res: KOG\DW, SW) ^KOT\DW, SW) is an isomor-
phism.
In the proof we find it convenient to use localization techniques and a few
words about how this works are in order. The functor KO%(X) is a module
over jRO(G), and hence a module over the Burnside ring Λ(G) via the natural
mapping A(G) -» RO(G).
A 2-elementary subgroup of G is cyclic, so Brauer's induction theorem
shows that
Ind: Σ RO(C)(2) -> RO(G)(2h C <G cyclic
is surjective. The general induction theorem, see e.g. [8], gives
KOb(X)(2) « lim KOί(X)(2) , C cyclic . ,- ^
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Since G has odd order, A(G)(2) decomposes into a product of its localizations.
The prime ideals of A(G()2) are indexed by the subgroups Γ<ΞG; call them
q(Γ) following [5]. Then
A(G)(2) = UGΛ{G)qiP>; A(G)q(Γ) = Z ω .
The representation ring is a module over A(G), so decomposes accordingly.
From [23],
RO(G)(2) = Π RO(G)q(τ); RO(G)qiΓ)^Zω[ζτ+ζr1]
where ζ
τ
 is a primitive | Γ | 'th root of 1.
Finally, we shall use (for cyclic G):
KOG(X)qm = 0 if X Γ = 0 (5.4)
Res: KOG(X)tlΓ) —
The first claim follows from the skeleton spectral sequence, the second from
induction theory, cf. [5], [19].
Proof of (5.2). By Thorn isomorphism,
\±λ = o
since | W\ is even. Hence we can localize at 2. According to (5.3) there is no
harm in assuming G is cyclic, and to localize further at #(Γ), ΓCΞG.
Localization is an exact functor, so by (5.4)
κoy-\DW, sw)iiΓ) -Ξ* κo\i-\Dw,
Write Res
Γ
 (W) = Λ2*0 W
τ
. Then
κoy-\Dw, sw)^κoy-2k-\Dw
τ
, sw
Γ
).
Since localization is an exact functor and since SWT has empty Γ-fixed set,
(5.4) gives
The groups KOpt^1(pΐ) are known to be zero, except if z=0 (mod 4) where
Since Γ is odd, R0(Γ)IR{Γ)szZ/2 and the restriction
^Res: KOϊXpt)- +KCrχpt)
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gives the isomorphism. It follows that KOγι(pt)q(T) =0 unless Γ = l , since q(T)
maps to zero in ^ 4(1) for ΓΦ1. •
Proof of (5.1). Choose representations V and W with X*SV—G SW and
with V symplectic. Let cX be the cone of X. By Thorn isomorphism
KO%{cXy X)^KO%+m{DW, SW).
We will show that the tangent bundle TX extends over cX> hence is stably
trivial. Consider the exact sequence
KOG(cX) - KOG{X) -> KOG{cXy X)
Since dimX G = \ WG\ - \ VG\ - 1 is of odd dimension (cf. (1.8)) and
\ G , SWG)
where WG® WG= W, we can apply (5.2). Indeed, | W \ - | WG \ = | V \ - | VG \
= 0(mod2). Thus
Res: KOιG(cXy X)^->KO\cX, X).
On the other hand, TX restricts to a stably trivial bundle in KO
λ
(X) by the
Kervaire-Milnor result, so the composite
Res
KOG(X) — KOh(cX, X) —^ KO\cX, X)
must be trivial by naturality. •
Finally, we determine the stable fibre homotopy type of the tangent bundle
of a smooth stably linear G-representation form. Let G be an arbitrary finite
group and M be a smooth G-representation form.
Theorem 5.5. There is an equivarίant fibre homotopy equivalence of G-
spherical fibrations
φ: MxM -> S(TM®R) over M.
If M is stably linear, i.e,, if there are ΛG-modules V and W such that M*SV—G
SW, this allows us to conclude:
Corollary 5.6. The G-sphere bundle S(TM®R@V) and SW over M are
G-fibre homotopy equivalent.
Proof of (5.5). The exponential map w.r.t. some equivariant Riemannian
metric defines a fibrewise G-diffeomorphism idxexp: D(TM)->MxM from a
suitable disk bundle of TM onto a neighbourhood of the diagonal AM dMxM.
A fibrewise ' 'inverse''
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c: MxM-> U D(TXM)IS{TXM)^S(TM@R)
into the fibrewise quotient with the sphere bundle is given by
D( T
x
 M), if exp
x
 (v) = y
ί
*=[S{T,M)], ^
The restriction of c to fibres over any point Λ G M I S a G^-homotopy equi-
valence. Hence, (5.5) follows from the equivariant Dold theorem [10]. •
Proof of (5.6). Let φ denote a fibre homotopy inverse to the homotopy
equivalence φ from (5.5) and ψ: M*SV-+SWdenote a G-homotopy equivalence.
Then, the composite fibre map over M
Φ* id id X ΛIΓ
S(TM®R®V)—+Mx(M*SV) -£ MxSW
is a G-fiber homotopy equivalence. •
6. Smooth representation forms
In this section, we prove Theorem B of the introduction. Supposing gap
conditions, we identified in (4.2) the dimension functions of G-PL representa-
tion forms. We show here that the dimension functions of smooth G-representa-
tion forms have to satisfy further numerical conditions.
We assume that m=DimM for some smooth G-representation form M.
By (2.12), there are ΛG-modules V, Wsuch that M*SV^G SW; in particular,
m=Όim W—Dim V. Moreover, by (5.6)
[TM®R®V\ = [W\^JOG(M). (6.1)
We will now fix a subgroup H oί G and restrict (6.1) to the fixed manifolds
MH to get our basic equation
[TM \MH@R®V]=[W]^JOG{MH). (6.2)
We then proceed as follows: Any G-equivariant bundle over MH, H<G
decomposes into a direct sum of its "i£-isotropic" pieces, K<H, and each
summand is a G/if-bundle, at least if G is a direct product G=Hχ Γ.
Then, (6.2) will decompose into G/if-equivariant fibre homotopy trivializa-
tions (6.6) of certain subbundles of TM \ MH. If H is a maximal isotropy group,
calculations in i£O-and /O-theory give upper bounds for the "fibre homotopy
geometric dimension'' of associated bundles over lens spaces.
Taking Thorn spaces, we obtain in (6.11) that certain stunted lens spaces
are suspensions and then use cohomology operations to obtain necessary condi-
tions in the special case where Y=Z\p and \H \ is prime to p.
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Let G be a finite group, H<G and let Z b e a G—OW-compltx. Given
a G—Rn bundle E over XH and any subgroup K<H, one may define the
virtual Rn bundle
I(ResHE)(K)= Σ μ(L;K)EL.
S<L<B
In general, I{ResH E){K) does not support a G/i/-action. However, if G=Hx Γ,
then, Y^GjH acts naturally on Z?L, L<H, and hence on I(ResH E)(K).
Suppose next £ is a G-vector bundle. Let Irr(H, R) denote the set of
irreducible 2Wϊ-modules. For V<^Irr(H> R), the "iϊ-isotypical part" of E is
the vector bundle Hom#(F, E) of fibrewise linear homomorphisms. Define
Φ " : KOG(XH) -> RO{H)®KO(XH),
by
Φ*([£]) = [Ίl%iMH,R)V®Ho
mBivΛHomH{V, ResH(E))]].
We use the Mobius transformation (2.7), and define
Φ*
μΦ
H(K): KOG{XH) > RO{H)®KO(XH)
RO(H)®KO{XH)
It is of importance to note that the element μΦH([E])(K) is represented by an
honest (not just virtual) vector bundle, namely by
^MH,nΛH(V, R*sH(E))]] .
ker V-K
The homomorphisms Φ* and μΦH(K) can be refined to yield G/H-yector bun-
dles, when the restriction map ResH: RO(G)-^RO(H) admits a section σH:
RO(H)-+RO(G). In general, ResH fails to be onto. But when G^HxΓ, the
projection map p
λ
\ G->H induces a canonical section
The vector bundle H o m ^ F , E) then has a G/ϋί-structure by letting G act on
HomH(σHV, E) via conjugation, and we get for each K<H,
Φ
H
: KOG{XH) -> RO{H)®KOG/H{XH), and
μΦH{K): KOG{XH) - RO{H)®KOG;H{XH) -?-*KOGiH{XH).
Lemma 6.3. For a finite group G, the homomorphisms [I(ResH—)(K)] and
μΦH(K): KOG{XH)-+KO{XH) coincide. When G^HxΓ, the refined versions
into KOG/H(XH) coincide as well.
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Proof. The first statement is a combination of the canonical decomposi-
tion of real G-vector bundles with the properties of the Mδbius transformation.
The second statement follows from the commutative diagram
RO(H)®KO
Γ
(XH)
Res
Γ
\ \s®id (6.4)
KO
Γ
(XH)
Indeed, for an ΛG-module W and an RH-module V, Γ acts trivially on pfV,
so the conjugation action on HomG(pfV, W) is precisely the Γ-action on W. •
From now on, we suppose G=HxT.
Proposition 6.5. For stably G-fibre homotopy equivalent bundles E
x> E2 over
XH, μΦH(E1)(K) and μΦH(E2)(K) are stably Γ-fibre homotopy equivalent.
Proof. According to (6.3), we may represent μΦH{[E^){K) stably by
I{ResHEt){K) = ^^L^Hμ{L\K)E^ i = l , 2. A (stable) G-fibre homotopy
equivalence between E1 and E2 induces stable Γ-fibre homotopy equivalences
between E[ and Eh for all L<H. •
Proposition 6.6. Let G=HxT and let M be a smooth G-representation
form with DimM=m, as in (6.1). For K<H,
μΦ
H(TM®R)(K) ^
Γ
 Res
Γ
( Σ μ(W-V)(KxS))
as elements in JO
Γ
(MH). The real dimensions of the fibres at x^MH are given
by the non-negative numbers
dim
x
μΦH(TM®R)(K) = Σ dim
 μ(W-V)(KxS)
= Σ μnt(Kχ S) = μ Resff m(K).
Proof. By (5.6) and (6.5) above, the bundles
 μΦ
H(TMφR)(K) and
μΦH(W—V)(K) are stably Γ-fibre homotopy equivalent for all K<H. For
a=W-VeΞRO(G),
μΦH(q)(K)=Res
Γ
( Σ μa(Kx S))<EΞKOGJH(MH)
by (6.4), since the irreducible G-modules that restrict to an //-module with
kernel K are precisely the ones with kernel KxS, S < Γ . •
The rest of this section analyses (6.6). To simplify notation, let us write
it:
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( 6 7 )τP
where £ is a Γ-vector bundle over the Γ-representation form Y and α(*S)e
RO(T) is a Γ-representation consisting of irreducible representations with
isotropy group S. Define n(S)^Z by dimRa(S)=2n(S). In our case (6.6),
m=DitnM, 2n(S)=μtn(KxS) and Y=MH.
To simplify further, assume Γ is a cyclic group of odd order acting freely
on Y. Comments on more general situations are given in [22].
We assume that Fis the sphere SV oϊ a free ΛΓ-module V with Dim (SV)=
Dim Y. This is no essential restriction, since the equivalence (6.7) can be
pulled back to SV via a Γ-equivariant map, cf. the obstruction theory in [5].
The KOT- and /OΓ-theory of free linear Γ-spheres are well-known ([9], [12],
[20]): In particular, KO
Γ
(Y) is a finite group. Furthermore, if T(S) denotes
the realification of an arbitrary 1-dimensional CΓ-module with kernel S, then
(cf. [12])
a(β)~n(S) Ί\S) over Y.
Hence (6.7) can be written as
E =
Γ
 Σ%(S) T(S)φ2n(Γ) R . (6.8)
s<τ
Σ
s<τ
Let o(5) denote the order of Ί\S)-2-R in JO(Y), and choose S(S)<=ΞZ such
that
0<r(S) = n{S)+ε{S)o(S)<o(S).
With n = Σ ε(S) o(S)—n(T), we rewrite (6.8) stably as
s<r
E®2n-R ^
Γ
 Σ
ΘK<S) T(S) over Y. (6.9)
If n>0, the fibre homotopy equivalence (6.9) yields an upper bound for the
"fibre homotopy geometric dimension" of the bundle on the right hand side.
Taking Thorn spaces (which we denote by a subscript + ) on both sides of
(6.9) provides the following desuspension result for certain stunted "T-spheres".
Proposition 6.10. For 2m=dim Y+1,
Σ
2« E+ ^ Γ S(Σ$<MS) T(S))®rn Γ(l))/5(Σf<r r(S) Ί\S)).
Proof. For arbitrary /?Γ-representations U and Vy there is a homotopy
equivalence
(SVx U)+ = SVxDUI(SVxSU) — SV^SU/SU = S(U®V)/SU.
Without restrictions assume Y=SV=S(m T(l))y and use the homotopy equiv-
alence above for U= Σ f <r r(S) T(S). •
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REMARK 6.11. Passing to Thorn spaces as above seems to be essential.
The usual K-theoretic obstructions to a linear desuspension similar to (6.9) are
difficult to grasp, since there are many different vector bundles that are fibre
homotopy equivalent to the right hand side of (6.9). This was the reason for
the very limited results in § 6 in our first version [16]. It seems to be an in-
teresting question whether there are other methods to find upper bounds for the
geometric dimensions of Γ-bundles over Γ-spheres with given dimension func-
tion in the fibre, in particular, whether such a bound could be sharper than that
for the "fibre homotopy geometric dimension' \
Finally we specialize to T=Zlp, p an odd prime number, acting freely on
y, where KO- and /O-theory of a free Γ-sphere SV are known explicitly.
Proposition 6.12 ([9], [12], [20]).
Let V be a free m-dimensional T-module, and let s>0, 0<r<p— 1, be given
by
m—2 = 2-(s-(ρ— l)+r).
m=2modS
otherwise
Then,
(i) κ
τ
(sv)t*z[X]i(pt+l-x,pt-xr+1, (x+iγ-i)
(iii) JO
Γ
(SV)^Z® Z\p\ and JO
Γ
(SV) is generated by X.
With Γ=Γ(1), (6.8) becomes the following equation over S(m-T):
E—
Γ
n(l) T®2 n(Γ) R
Of course, 2(n(ί)+n(T))=dimE>0, but either w(l) or n(T) might be negative.
In these cases define α, W G Z , and 0<r<ps by
Let X = T(l)-lc<ΞKr(SV), and 8
m
= j
 Q
n(l)+a-ps = r , and n = a ps-n(Γ). (6.13)
Then, (6.9) becomes
E®2n-R —
Γ
r T over S(tn-T). (6.14)
Proposition 6.15. Let T=Z/p. If there is a T-homotopy equivalence (6.14)
for some e-ditnensional Y-bundle over S(rn*T) such that n>0, then the binomial
coeefficients (kr+J ) = 0modpfor allk>l, i>j>0 such that ^ -\ i I 2( ) 0modpfor allk>l, i>j 0 such t a  +j<i<\ i I 2 p—1
Proof. Notice first, that (6.14) gives rise to a bunch of Γ-homotopy
equivalences
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kE®jT®2kn-R ^
Γ
 (kr+j) T over S(m- T).
The group Γ acts freely on both sides. We define E:=E/T, and X=
S(m-T)χ
Γ
T as bundles over the lens space L(m T)=S(m T)IΓ. Dividing
out the Γ-action yields homotopy equivalences
j -X®2kn R ^ (kr+j)-X over L(m- T).
Taking Thorn spaces as in (6.10) yields the desuspension homotopy equivalences
Σ*-(*Sθ.7 %)+ ^L((kr+j+m)-T)/L((kr+j) T).
The mod ^ -cohomology H*(— ίΓ/p) of both sides is given by
Γ Z/p 2(kr+j)<*<2(kr+j+m-l);
[ 0 otherwise
A generator M in dimension 2(kr+j) projects to tkr+j<=H2kr+2j((L(kr+j+m)-T))y
t^H\L((kr-{-j+m) T)). The proof is by calculation of Steenrod^>-th powers
P'' on Wkr+2i(-;Zlp). By stability P\H2kr+2j(T?kn{kE®j-X)))=ΰ whenever
2i>k dimE-\-2j. On the other hand, P'u projects to
*r+J+i<p-» in
Hence, the binomial coefficient has to be zero whenever the latter dimension is
less than or equal to the dimension of the lens space. •
REMARK 6.16. In some cases, (6.15) implies (use k=l, j=0):
^>--?V-l (6.17)
Z p—1
This occurs whenever m<p\p—\) and there is no zero among the last / digits
of the jί>-adic expansion of r. As a particular case consider m<p(p—1) and
r^O mod p. One wonders whether (6.17) always follows from (6.14).
Corollary 6.18. Let G=TxH with T=Zjp and H cyclic of odd order
q, prime to p. Let M be a smooth fixed point free homotopy representation with
even dimension function m. Define s and r by
and for every K<H let a(K), m(K)^Z with 0<r(K)<ps be given by
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, then
(6.19)
for allk>\, i>j>0 such that
k μ Resff p—\
If, in addition, m(H)<2pι{p— 1) and there is no zero among the last I digits of
the p-adic expansion of μm(K), then
/ ττ\
(6.20)
p-1
EXAMPLE 6.21. Conisder Example 1.10 from the introduction with H=
ZIpnpi2pi3<2'lpip2p3p4>
 a n d four distinct odd prime numbers p{. Whith m
as in (1.10), one gets
L
m{L)
μtn{L)
μ ResH m(L)
1
2a+2
8b-2a+U
5b-a+S
ZlPi
a
a-3b-6
a-3b-4
ZlPiPi
2b+2
2
b+2
ZlPiPiPk
b
b
b
G
0
0
The strong gap hypothesis is satisfied if # > 4 i + 4 > 2 8 . By (4.2), there is a
PL-representation form with dimension function m, if and only if, in addition,
tf <5δ+8. By (6.20), there is no smooth representation form with that dimen-
sion function if, for some p=pi, b<2p(p—l)> μtn(ί)=Sb—2a-{-14-^βO mod^> and
p—\ p—\
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